CALL FOR PROJECTS
We support UAS graduates.

BUILD UP YOUR OWN SPIN-OFF!
Up to CHF 150,000 for bachelor’s and master’s students of universities of applied sciences UAS to transfer their thesis into a business.

Apply in May / June or November.
Further information: grstiftung.ch
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FIRST VENTURES
BUILD UP YOUR OWN SPIN-OFF!

Ready to take risks and found your own company? Then apply to “First Ventures”.

We aim at encouraging entrepreneurial bachelor’s and master’s students eager to launch their own spin-off, turning new ideas into innovative products and services. Up to CHF 150,000 are available per business project coming from universities of applied sciences.

Gebert Rüf Stiftung does not only provide financial support, but also an individually tailored training programme. You will learn how to successfully put your business idea into practice and gain access to a broad startup network.

If you get funded, you will have full budget responsibility while being employed at your UAS.

Two yearly deadlines: May/June and November.
Further information: grstiftung.ch

Remo Waser and Simon Maranda, HSLU graduates and co-founders of Cowa Thermal Solutions
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Carmen Grange, Margot Reymond and Gaëlle Rey-Bellet, HEIG-VD graduates and co-founders of Breez